




While many economies and large banks have struggled to justify investment in new payments 
systems, contactless cards have become the norm, smartphones have powered the 
proliferation of digital wallets and online banking has become more prevalent. 

The speed at which the Fintechs and challenger banks have been able to respond to 
customer needs has set an expected pace for change to which traditional banks have so far 
struggled to respond. While these newcomers are able to address customers’ needs, such 
as ease of use, better accessibility, faster transactions and spend analytics, it is far from 
clear that they have, so far, been successful in becoming primary service providers for all 
banking needs. The increase in current accounts among challenger banks has not been 
matched by a corresponding decrease in current accounts among traditional banks.

Traditional banks have begun to capitalise on this opportunity by setting up their own digital 
banks to retain customer loyalty and drive in new offerings. As an example, a pivotal area for 
banks to respond to customer demand is payment security. As cyber security in general 
becomes more mature (biometrics, voice recognition), both customers and regulators expect 
banks to apply more advanced countermeasures to address payment fraud in all its guises. 

Changes in the payments industry and advances in technology are also creating 
opportunities for non-bank platforms. For instance, TransferWise has developed a 
highly competitive customer offering using a peer-to-peer model, which has global coverage 
and is also faster and more cost-efficient than the correspondent bank model used by 
traditional banks.

Some banks are leveraging regulatory mandates to drive innovation, in turn leading to better 
customer experience and new revenue offerings. With ISO20022 implementation in the UK, 
banks will have enriched data in the new message formats giving them opportunities for 
increased data-monetisation and to have the most comprehensive view of their customer 
behaviour, thus enabling them to offer customer focussed/tailored products and services. 

We believe that Data holds the key to turning Payments from a cost centre to a real revenue 
driver and differentiator. The implementation of ISO20022 gives banks the opportunity to 
monetise a highly enriched dataset from their customers’ payments behaviour, so emulating 
the business model used by Google and Facebook. This dataset can be used to build 
enhanced customer payment services and can also be used to support propositions such as 
internal cross sell.

The Open Banking era has the potential for banks to offer customers a one-stop solution to 
access multiple products/services from a central platform. This will enable them to offer better 
deals on an array of products ranging from mortgages and overdrafts to insurance and 
broadband services, and improve overall digital customer experience. Digital banks are offering 
value added services such as spend analytics, finance management, zero FX fees on 
international travel up to a defined limit. For customers this removes a need to go to a physical 
branch to setup and go through KYC checks and makes their journey easy, smart and 
convenient. This could act as an advantage for the traditional banks to leverage their existing 
customer base and insight into customer behaviours, leading to better revenue prospects.

Customer-centric payments business
Payments have often been run as a pure service – the plumbing within banks. However, by 
operating Payments as a business in its own right, banks will have the opportunity to focus 
on revenue and profitability by leveraging customer insight and relationships. This will also 
provide a multichannel, connected and collaborative ecosystem for customers, third party 
service providers and other banks. Such a model will not only drive more accountability and 
focus but also innovation. With evolving customer needs, regulatory changes and technology 
advancements, the key question is whether to run ‘Payments’ as a ‘Business’ or to remain as 
a ‘Service’? In either route, to stay relevant and respond to changing market needs, customer 
centricity is key and will help Payments function drive profitability. 

Customers have 
become accustomed 
to convenience 
across their 
banking lives.




